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Caitlin James

From: Giant Leap Fund <enquiries@giantleapfund.vc>
Sent: Wednesday, 8 April 2020 8:59 AM
To: Info - Australian Impact Investments
Subject: Giant Leap Fund | COVID-19 update #2

 

You are receiving this email because you are an investor in the Giant Leap Fund (the Fund). 

This update contains information that is confidential which is being shared with you in your 

capacity as a Limited Partner of the Fund. We kindly ask that you keep this update and its 

contents confidential and that you not disclose any of the information contained in this 

update to any third party.  
    

 

 

 

COVID-19 UPDATE  
 

April 2020 
 

 

 

Dear Trevor, 

 

We are writing to provide you with an update on our recent activities in response to 

COVID-19. Please use the following links to jump to update sections below: 

 Investor FAQs 

 Portfolio response 

 Supporting our portfolio companies 

We will also be sending our quarterly update as per usual at the start of May, which 

includes Giant Leap’s new investments, follow ons, deal pipeline, and the portfolio 

valuation summary.  
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We would like to acknowledge that the past few weeks have required rapid 

adjustment on many fronts, with each of us coming to terms with the reality of the 

situation. 

 

We now feel that we’re shifting into a new normal and are taking the time to reflect 

and lay the foundations to come out stronger on the other side. We will keep you 

updated as the situation evolves but in the meantime, if you have any questions, 

please feel free to contact me on 0402 302 994 or will@impact-group.com.au.  

 

Stay safe and well during this holiday period.   

 

Warmest regards, 

Will and the Giant Leap team 

 

 

 

Investor FAQs 

Since our last update, we have spoken with a number of investors and have outlined some 

of the common themes arising from the conversations below.  

 Environment - We expect most venture capital firms will increase their focus on 

their existing portfolio in terms of both their attention and capital. We are seeing 

angel investors and family offices retreat from the market which we expect will put 

downward pressure on valuations when combined with lower revenue growth 

expectations and public company multiples compressing and flowing through to 

private markets. Cash runway is critical for startups to weather the uncertainty of 

how long Australia and other parts of the world will be socially isolated.  

 Strategy - With 18 investments and the majority of our first cheques deployed, we 

have naturally shifted into the follow-on stage of the fund. This has been a timely 

transition as it has led to a greater allocation of time towards supporting our 

portfolio companies, particularly through these uncertain times. We are still 
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keeping our door open to capture opportunities to make new investments in high 

quality impact startups; however, our focus has slightly shifted. 

 GLF II - Late last year we surveyed GLF I investors about their appetite to invest in 

GLF II. There was substantial support which we are grateful for. A number of 

investors asked if COVID-19 would affect the timing of the capital raise. We had 

earmarked June 2020 for the first close; however,  with so much uncertainty in 

terms of our nation’s health and economy we don’t feel now is an appropriate time 

to be raising a new fund. Our plan is to reassess the timing once there is greater 

clarity over the medium and longer-term impacts of COVID-19.  

 

 

Portfolio response 
 

Over the past couple of weeks, we have been in touch with each of our founders on both a 

personal and professional level to ensure they feel supported to handle the wide range of 

complex challenges they are facing and the rapid speed of change.  

 

To say we are impressed by the way our founders have been navigating these uncharted 

waters is an understatement. In our screening process we always look for founders who are 

mission-driven, resilient and adaptive but the way the founders have responded with calm, 

considered and compassionate actions is simply inspiring. One really pleasing outcome has 

been the openness with information, willingness to have frank and honest conversations 

and the courage to ask for help.  

 

Overall, our founders have been opting for a more conservative approach to extend their 

financial runway given the uncertainty that lies ahead. The actions our founders have taken 

include:  

 Reducing expenses - Immediate reduction in expenses, in some cases by up to 

~70%, and further planned reductions if worst case scenarios eventuate. In 

particular, Academy Xi and GlamCorner have been hardest hit by the limitation of 
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face-to-face interactions and have had to implement significant cost cuts but have 

shown incredible resilience in doing so. Many businesses have taken immediate 

actions such as reducing staff hours and salaries, and implementing temporary 

forced leave.  

 Making the most of alternative funding sources - Our companies have done 

their best to protect jobs and will make the most of the Federal Government 

JobKeeper Payment which aims to subsidise employees whose salaries are 

impacted by COVID-19 by up to $1,500 per fortnight. Many of the startups are also 

exploring other available grants and applicability of government initiatives to 

further reduce costs and improve cashflow. 

 Reorienting to cash generation - Both corporate sales and direct-to-consumer 

sales have become harder to secure and will likely remain that way for the coming 

months. Our companies are considering and, in some cases have implemented, 

decisions such as reallocating resources to focus more on sales rather than product 

development, and raising capital from existing investors.  

 Follow on financing - Switch has secured a fresh equity injection from a syndicate 

including a strategic investor this week extending their cash runway. Further 

AcademyXi is in the documentation stage of securing additional funding to help 

accelerate the transition from a hybrid of on campus and online to 100% online. 

We are also in discussions with two other portfolio companies regarding follow-on 

funding. This means that now more than 70% of our portfolio companies have 

runway in excess of 12 months. 

 Scenario planning - The portfolio companies have adjusted their forecasts to 

include various scenarios, with a particular focus on the impacts of reduced new 

sales and retention rates. This planning allows founders to understand the 

implications of different cost-cutting or capital raising activities on runway in order 

to make decisions in advance of those tipping points.  
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Supporting our portfolio companies 
  
We have also established the following initiatives to strengthen the connection between 

our founders as we feel a strong community and active communication channels are 

critically important now more than ever:  

 Founder Whatsapp group - An open forum for our founders to share knowledge 

and learn from one another.  

 Group video calls - Opportunities to discuss challenges and seek advice from 

other founders dealing with similar problems. We ran the first session on 26th 

March and split the founders into small groups to workshop their biggest 

challenges with their allocated brains trust. 

 COVID-19 resources - We have created this document and update it regularly to 

narrow down relevant, useful content for our founders given the overwhelming 

amount of information released each day.  

 Founder Newsletter - A way to share general information that may be helpful to 

our founders, such as talented people who are willing to provide coaching support, 

resources, events, etc. 

 Resource sharing - We are also helping to facilitate resource sharing where 

possible between portfolio companies that are in the process of growing their 

teams and those that are looking at ways of reducing operational expenses whilst 

protecting jobs. 

If you feel you are able to assist our portfolio companies with advice on navigating 

market downturns or sector specific insights, please let us know and we can include 

your offer to help in our next Founder Newsletter.   
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Twitter
 

 

 

Instagram
 

 

 

LinkedIn
 

 

 

Website
 

 

    

 

 

Copyright © 2020 Impact Investment Group, All rights reserved. 

 

Our mailing address is: 

enquiries@giantleapfund.vc 

 

Disclaimer: This email and any attachments are only for its intended recipient. Its contents may be 

confidential or privileged. These and any other protections still apply if this email has been sent in error. 

We won't be liable for any loss or damage resulting from this email if it's been sent to you because of 

interference or unauthorised access to our systems. If this email provides financial product advice, it is 

limited to general advice to wholesale clients only. We don't make any warranty as to the adequacy of 

anything in this email or any attachments. This email will not be provided to any person located in any 

jurisdiction where its provision would be unlawful. The distribution of this email in jurisdictions outside 

Australia may be restricted by law and persons who come into possession of this email in jurisdictions 

outside of Australia should seek advice on, and observe, any such restrictions. It remains our strong 

preference for this email to not be distributed to anyone outside of Australia. Any opinions expressed in 

this email are those of the individual sender, unless they are expressly stated to be the opinions of IIG. 

You can ask us to not send you emails that advertise or promote IIG investment opportunities by emailing 

enquiries@impact-group.com.au . 

 

This document is provided by Giant Leap Manager Pty Ltd (ACN 609 960 036) as General Partner of 

Giant Leap Management LP. Giant Leap Manager Pty Ltd is a corporate authorised representative 

(1242563) of Impact Funds Management Pty Ltd (ACN 138 179 914, AFSL 356 648) 
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